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Kombucha Recipe 
Gluten Free, Dairy Free 

 
You will need: 
1 x large 5 litre glass jar/container  
1 x muslin cloth to cover the glass container (could use breathable fabric tea towel or 
weave cheese cloth) 
1 x large rubber band to secure the cloth around the container firmly in place 
 
Tea Ingredients: 
1) 4 litre bottled or filtered Water 

2) 8 x tea bags (4 x black tea and 4 x green tea – adjust depending on your 

favourite flavour, 8 x black will be too strong!) 

3) 300g Raw Organic Sugar (for the Scoby to digest during the fermentation 

process) 

4) Starter tea or vinegar (provided when you get your Scoby) 

5) Kombucha Scoby (contact Denise if you require a Scoby) 

Method for Making Tea: 
1. Boil the water. Place hot water and sugar together in a jar. Mix until the sugar 

dissolves. The water should be hot enough to steep the tea but does not have to 
be boiling.   

2. Place the tea in the sugar water and allow the tea to steep for 10 minutes. Allow 
the mixture to cool to room temperature. (This will likely take most of the day if 
you are making a 4 litre container).  

3. Once the tea is at room temperature, place the kombucha scoby and starter tea 
in the jar. 

4. Cover the jar tightly with muslin cloth (keep the fruit flies out!) but allow the 
mixture to breathe. Secure with a rubber band. Do not use an airtight lid! 

 
Method for Fermenting: 
1. Choose a safe spot. An ideal culturing spot should be relatively warm but not 

excessively so. Temperatures between 20°C and 25°C are ideal. The best 
fermenting spot for kombucha is out of direct sunlight. 

2. Do not disturb. It is important to allow the kombucha to ferment undisturbed. 
Moving the jar or otherwise disturbing the contents will not ruin the batch but 
does make it more difficult to observe the most common signs the process is 
proceeding normally. 

3. Assuming idea temperature, access to sufficient oxygen, reasonable liquid 
surface area etc your brew can officially be considered kombucha after it has 
been fermenting for 5 to 7 days. For the first few batches, we recommend using a 
straw to start tasting the kombucha every other day or so starting on day 7. This 
allows you to determine at what point to halt the fermentation process based on 
your own personal taste preferences.  

4. Some people like their kombucha best after it has been fermenting only a week. 
Others prefer 2, 3 or even 4 weeks or more fermentation. Keep in mind the 
shorter fermentation periods will result in a sweeter brew. Longer periods will 
result in a more vinegar-like taste. Very long fermentation periods (over 30 days) 
tend to result in a strong vinegar-like taste. The longer the brew ferments, the 
less sugar will remain, so if sugar consumption is a concern we recommend 
brewing for 3 to 4 weeks prior to consumption.  

5. Remove the scoby with some tea to keep for your next batch. 
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Method for Flavouring: 
1. Find some airtight bottles and add your favourite flavours such as lemon, ginger, 

blueberries, grapefruit, passionfruit, orange, etc. 
2. Add about 1/3 cup of flavouring to each 700ml sized bottle (adjust based on 

bottle size and your own taste buds). 
3. Fill with the fermented kombucha tea and seal the bottle tight. 
4. Leave to second ferment with flavour for 3-5 days, remembering to release the air 

from the bottle (so it doesn’t explode!) every 2-3 days.  
5. Refrigerate when complete. Enjoy cooled!  

 
 
 


